Week starting Monday 19 March:
Sydney Harbour Bridge southern toll plaza precinct upgrade

The NSW Government is funding this upgrade to improve safety, simplify traffic movements and improve bus connections to the city.

Roads and Maritime Services will continue work at the southern toll plaza precinct this week. We will work five nights a week. Night work hours will be from 9pm to 5am.

Planned night work activities for this week will include:

- concrete slab replacement on the Western Distributor, this will include saw cutting and jack hammering
- line marking on the Western Distributor and at the intersection of York and Grosvenor Streets
- removing and replacing asphalt on the Western Distributor.

There will be some noise associated with this work. We will make every effort to minimise its impact by using less noisy work methods and completing noisier work before midnight.

If you have any questions about this work, please call the Sydney Harbour Bridge Projects Team on the 24 hour hotline 1800 677 700 or email sydneyharbourbridgeprojects@rms.nsw.gov.au.

Thank you for your patience during this important work.